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FACE THE NATION

02/05/23 Guests: David Martin, CBS News national security correspondent (1); Senator Ted Cruz (R-TX) (2); Senator Cory Booker (D-
NJ) (3); Mark Strassmann, CBS News senior national correspondent (4); Gary Cohn, vice chairman, IBM, former top economic 
adviser, Trump administration (5); Representative Robert Garcia (D-CA), president, Democratic freshman class (6); 
Representative Mike Lawler (R-NY) (6); Representative Summer Lee (D-PA) (6); Representative Zach Nunn (R-IA) (6)
1) a discussion on the latest fallout from the Biden administration shooting down a suspected Chinese spy balloon after it traveled 
across the U.S.
2) Topics include: Chinese spy balloon / Texan Mark Swidan, political prisoner held in China / TikTok / need to delink U.S. 
supply chain from China / China’s human rights violations; his bill to limit terms to two six-year terms in office for Senators
3) Topics include: Chinese spy balloon / TikTok; police reform / working with Republican Senator Tim Scott / qualified 
immunity
4) a report from Atlanta on January's hiring surge and the anxiety many Americans feel over the economy
5) Topics include: strong January job numbers / possibility of a recession in the first half of 2023 / impact of not raising the debt 
ceiling; Chips Act / staying competitive with China
6) a discussion with four new members of Congress on the potential for bipartisan cooperation on crime, police reform, 
immigration, the debt ceiling and cutting discretionary spending

02/12/23 Guests: Senator Jon Tester (D-MT) (1); David Martin, CBS News national security correspondent (2); Representative Michael 
McCaul (R-TX), chairman, House Foreign Affairs Committee (3); Imtiaz Tyab, CBS News foreign correspondent (4); Governor 
Chris Sununu (R-NH) (5) (6); Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham (D-NM) (6); Governor Doug Burgum (R-ND) (6); Governor 
Wes Moore (D-MD) (6)
1) Topics include: late Saturday’s radar anomaly over Montana / high-altitude object shot down over Alaska / China’s possible 
role in the latest sightings / new support for how the Biden administration handled shooting down the Chinese spy balloon; 
proposed bill to restrict foreign ownership of farmland
2) a discussion on the latest on the two unidentified objects that were shot down over Alaska and Canada on Friday and Saturday
3) Topics include: call for an end to U.S. exports of technology that ends up used in Chinese surveillance operations / Chinese 
spy balloon; ‘Ukraine Fatigue Resolution”, a Republican introduced bill to try and cut off aid to Ukraine
4) a report from Hatay, Turkey on continuing rescue efforts in Turkey and Syria as the death toll from a series of earthquakes and 
aftershocks continues to rise
5) a discussion with the governor, previewing a potential presidential bid in 2024
6) a panel discussion with four governors on the opioid crisis, Narcan availability and abortion rights and access, as well as other 
issues facing their states

02/19/23 Guests: Antony Blinken, U.S. secretary of state, Biden administration (1); Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), author, “It’s OK to Be 
Angry About Capitalism” (2); Mateusz Morawiecki, prime minister, Poland (3); Dr. Fiona Hill, former National Security Council 
senior director for European and Russian affairs (4); John Sullivan, former U.S. ambassador to Russia, CBS News contributor 
(4); Dr. Joshua Gordon, director, National Institute of Mental Health (5)
Guest Correspondent: Bob Schieffer, former moderator, FACE THE NATION (6)
1) Topics include: meeting with his Chinese counterpart, Wang Yi / Chinese spy balloon; Russia’s war of aggression against 
Ukraine; relationship between Russia and Iran; atrocities Russia is committing in Ukraine
2) Topics include: his book / working with President Biden and assessment of his presidency / U.S. health care system / 
prescription drugs / COVID vaccines; Senator Fetterman’s health issues; support for President Biden if he seeks a second term in 
office / reaction to Republican presidential candidate Nikki Haley’s suggestion of a mandatory mental competency test for 
politicians older than 75; perilous state of democracy in Israel / pro-Israel lobby AIPAC; his proposal of a new Cabinet-level 
agency to focus on the future of work and workers / artificial intelligence and robotics; criticism of the price of tickets for his 
book tour
3) Topics include: upcoming visits to Poland by President Biden and Ukraine’s President Zelenskyy / Russia’s war against 
Ukraine / evidence that Russia will try to occupy Moldova / discussions with Biden administration to increase U.S. troop 
presence in Poland
4) Topics include: sanctions against Russia / potential worldwide-reaching impact of Russia’s land grab in Ukraine / Moldova / 
upcoming speech from President Biden in Poland and Vladimir Putin’s state of the nation address
5) Topics include: Senator Fetterman’s post-stroke depression; recent CDC study about teenage girls
6) thoughts on former President Jimmy Carter’s life and career, as news that he has entered home hospice care was revealed on 
Saturday
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FACE THE NATION (continued)

02/26/23 Guests: William Burns, director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (1); Condoleezza Rice, former U.S. secretary of state, 
George W. Bush administration, director, Hoover Institution, Stanford University (2); Representative Mike Gallagher (R-WI) (3); 
Representative Raja Krishnamoorthi (D-IL) (3); Drew Findling, attorney for former President Donald Trump (4); Jennifer Little, 
attorney for former President Donald Trump (4); Charlie D’Agata, CBS News senior foreign correspondent (5)
Guest Correspondent: Robert Costa, CBS News chief election & campaign correspondent (4)
1) Topics include: Russia’s war in Ukraine, one year in / Russian President Putin’s mindset / United States’ current relationship 
with Russia / Putin’s confidence in ‘his ability to wear down Ukraine’ / China as a potential new source of weaponry for Russia / 
lethal equipment and munitions from Iran and North Korea; China’s ambitions towards Taiwan; China’s spy balloon over the 
U.S.; Russia-Iran defense partnership; Iran’s nuclear program
2) Topics include: U.S. aid to Ukraine / presidential candidates who criticize U.S. funding for Ukraine / strategy of the Chinese-
Russian relationship / China’s ambitions towards Taiwan
3) Topics include: purpose of the new House select committee on China / need for bipartisanship / how the Chinese Communist 
Party harasses and surveils Chinese dissidents in the U.S. / fear expressed by the Asian American Caucus that this committee will 
contribute to bigotry / planned conversations with companies that do business with China / Taiwan / TikTok
4) an interview with two Trump attorneys in the Fulton County, GA investigation, who claim that jury foreperson Emily Kohrs’ 
interviews have tainted any possible charge of former president
5) a report from Ukraine, as Friday marked one year since Russia invaded

60 MINUTES

02/05/23 “The IMF Report” – an interview with managing director of the International Monetary Fund, Kristalina Georgieva. She discusses 
the future of the global economy. Includes an interview with Stefan, her brother. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Shachar Bar-On)
“Investigating Donald Trump” – an interview with former Manhattan special assistant district attorney Mark Pomerantz. In his 
first television interview since his abrupt resignation, he discusses his claims that he was declined the authorization to prosecute 
former President Donald Trump. He also discusses his new book, “People vs Donald Trump: An Inside Account.” (C: Bill Whitaker 
– P: Sarah Koch)
“Red Hot Chili Peppers” – an interview with Red Hot Chili Peppers. The band discusses their formation, influences and current 
tour. (C: Jon Wertheim – P: John Hamlin, Kara Vaccaro)
The Last Minute – an update on “What Happened At Grizzly Flats?”, OAD: 10/02/22. (C: Bill Whitaker)

02/12/23 PREEMPTED for 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Revisiting The Past”
60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Revisiting The Past”
“Canada’s Unmarked Graves” – a report on Canada’s history of residential schools, which forcibly held more than 150,000 
Indigenous children in inhumane conditions. Includes interviews with Leona Wolf, Chief Wilton Littlechild, Chief Cadmus 
Delorme, and Ed Bitternose, who were all sent to the residential schools; and Kisha Supernant and Terry Clark, archaeologists. 
(See also: “Killing The Indian”, OAD: 05/08/01, Rebroadcast: 04/10/02 – both on 60 MINUTES II) (C: Anderson Cooper – P: 
Michael H. Gavshon, Nadim Roberts) (This rebroadcast includes an update.) (OAD: 02/06/22; 1st Rebroadcast: 06/05/22)
“Sharswood” – an interview with Fred Miller. The Miller family, who recently bought a large southern home, have come to realize 
their ancestors were enslaved on the very same plantation. Includes interviews with Adam Miller, Tonya Miller Pope, Debra Coles, 
Karen Dixon-Rexroth; Betty Dixon, Brenda Miller, Dexter Miller, Sonya Womack-Miranda, Marian Keyes, all members of the 
Miller family; Bill Thompson, whose family formerly owned the farm; Dennis Pogue and Doug Sanford, historic preservationists; 
and Karice Luck-Brimmer, a local historian and genealogist. (Part 1. C: Lesley Stahl – P: Shari Finkelstein/Part 2. C: Lesley Stahl 
– P: Shari Finkelstein and Braden Cleveland Bergan) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT (This rebroadcast includes an update.) 
(OAD: 05/15/22; 1st Rebroadcast: 08/28/22)
The Last Minute – Revisiting Sharswood and Canada's Residential Schools resurrected painful and shameful eras. But other parts 
of those stories pointed ways to progress and healing. (C: Lesley Stahl)
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60 MINUTES (continued)

02/19/23 “Candles Against the Darkness” – a report from Ukraine on the country’s energy grid. With Russia’s continued attacks, 
Ukrainians fear blackouts and are left without heat, water, and electricity. Includes interviews with Vira Savchenko, Tatiana 
Sologub, Serhii Bondarenko, Borodianka residents; Volodymyr Kudrytskyi, CEO of Ukrenergo; Anatoliy Kaharlitskiy, a former 
journalist; and Oksana Koronik, a nurse. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Maria Gavrilovic, Alex Ortiz) 
“Prime Minister Marin” – a profile of Prime Minister of Finland Sanna Marin from her Helsinki residence. Historically neutral 
Finland, which borders Russia, has applied for a NATO membership following the invasion of Ukraine. (C: Sharyn Alfonsi – P: 
Michael Rey)
“The HistoryMakers” – a report on The HistoryMakers, who document the achievements of historically significant Black 
Americans via digital archive. The organization focuses on first-person narratives, many of which would otherwise be forgotten. 
Includes interviews with Julieanna Richardson, founder; Jerry Rice, NFL player; Rachel Davis, teacher; and Andre Samuel, Loren 
Rounds, and Tyler Rush, students. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Marc Lieberman)
The Last Minute – Recovery continues in southwest Turkey and northern Syria after the devastating magnitude 7.8 earthquake 13 
days ago. (C: Bill Whitaker)

02/26/23 “Kherson Under Fire” – a report from Kherson, the first major Ukrainian city captured in the war with Russia. Since the city’s 
liberation, residents still face Russian military attacks as they attempt to rebuild. Includes interviews with Halyna Luhova, Mayor 
of Kherson; and Valentina Syryk, Iryna Barandych, Elena, Katya Fateeva, Vladimir Sagayak, Andriy Andryushchenko, Kherson 
residents. (C: Holly Williams – P: Erin Lyall, Guy Campanile)
“The Girls of SOLA” – a report on the SOLA school in Rwanda, which allows young Afghan women to continue their education. 
After the Taliban banned girls in Afghanistan from attending school beyond the 6th grade, SOLA has become the country’s first 
boarding school for girls. Includes interviews with Shabana Basij-Rasikh, founder of SOLA; Zahra, Fatima, Aydin, Sajia, Najia, 
and Suraya, SOLA students; and Maryam, who works in maintenance at SOLA. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Shari Finkelstein) DOUBLE 
LENGTH SEGMENT
The Last Minute – Next week, Anderson Cooper visits with David Byrne, the legendary front man of Talking Heads. (C: Jon 
Wertheim)

48 HOURS

02/04/23 PREEMPTION

02/11/23 48 HOURS: “The Station Nightclub Fire: Who’s Responsible?” (9:00 – 10:00p) - a report on the February 20th, 2003 fire at 
The Station, a nightclub in West Warwick, RI, which left 100 dead and more than 200 injured. The fire began when the band, 
Jack Russell’s Great White, took the stage and their tour manager set off four large fireworks called gerbs. Flames appeared on 
the walls on either side of the stage and spread quickly due to the highly flammable foam that lined the walls and ceiling, 
installed to dampen the sound. In December 2003, brothers and owners Jeff and Michael Derderian were each charged with 200 
counts of involuntary manslaughter; Daniel Biechele, Great White’s tour manager, faced the same charges – he had failed to get a 
license for the pyrotechnics from the state of Rhode Island and permits from the local fire department. In February 2006, a plea 
deal was reached with the tour manager: sentenced to 4 years, Daniel Biechele was paroled after 22 months. Michael and Jeff 
Derderian pleaded no contest. Their plea deal stated only one of them would go to prison and because Jeff had young children, 
Michael served 33 months in prison; Jeff completed 500 hours of community service. Eighteen years after the fire, the brothers 
use this broadcast to tell their story and reveal new information about the foam used to line the walls and ceiling of the club, 
claiming the foam company sent them the wrong foam. The Derderians have since learned that the fire marshal should have 
tested the foam and have always maintained they never gave the band permission to use pyrotechnics. Former Rhode Island 
attorney general Patrick Lynch led the investigation into the fire; he stands by his initial findings and disagrees with the brothers’ 
decision to come forward. In 2017, a memorial was opened to honor the lives lost in the fire. On-screen text graphic: At the 
time of The Station fire, older clubs in Rhode Island weren’t required to install sprinklers. It is now mandatory for nightclubs 
with occupancy over 150 to have them. Since The Station fire, many states have adopted stricter fire prevention codes. 
Interviewed: Linda Saran, survivor; Phil Barr, survivor; Jody King, brother of Tracy King, who worked as a bouncer at The 
Station and died in the fire; Scott James, author, “Trial by Fire”; Patrick Lynch, attorney, former Rhode Island Attorney General; 
and Jeff and Michael Derderian, brothers and co-owners of The Station nightclub. (C: Jim Axelrod – P: Betsy Shuller, Chris 
Young Ritzen) (OAD: 10/23/21)
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48 HOURS (continued)

02/11/23 48 HOURS: “The Kidnapping of Michelle and Breea Renee” (10:00 – 11:00p) – an update on the story of Michelle and Breea 
Renee, a single mother who was forced to rob the bank she managed after she and her seven year old daughter were held captive 
and threatened with dynamite – first featured on 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Show Me The Money”, OAD: 10/03/09. In November 
2000, three masked shooters broke into Renee’s Vista, CA home and held them hostage. The abductors told Renee she would 
have to rob the bank she worked at and, in the morning, strapped them both with what they were told was dynamite, later 
discovered to be fake. Renee, told that the dynamite would be detonated is she didn’t follow their orders, stole $360,000. Once 
the shooters had the money, Renee raced home to find her daughter still alive and called for help. A police and FBI investigation 
soon apprehended four suspects: ringleader Christopher Butler and his girlfriend Lisa Ramirez, Christopher Huggins and Robert 
Ortiz. At trial, Butler falsely claimed Renee masterminded the bank robbery and that they’d had an affair. Ramirez was found 
innocent; Butler, Huggins and Ortiz were found guilty and sentenced to jail. The 2023 update details the impact of being falsely 
accused of masterminding the plot, as well as Breea Renee’s multiple sclerosis (MS) diagnosis at 18 and her recovery. In June 
2020, Christopher Butler was up for parole. Though denied, Tom Manning managed to get Butler to recant his whole story and 
admit that he and Michelle Renee never had a relationship. She wrote a follow-up book, “Nine Days”; Breea Renee spoke at 
Ortiz’ parole hearing. On-screen text graphic: Robert Ortiz was granted parole in January 2021. Interviewed: Michelle Renee; 
Breea Renee; Dave Estey, Michelle’s brother; Tom Manning, prosecutor, San Diego County; and Herb Weston, attorney who 
represented Lisa Ramirez. Also includes footage and interviews from the 2009 broadcast: neighbor Rick Brown; and San Diego 
County Sheriff’s detectives Rudy Zamora and Dale Martin. (See also: 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Show Me The Money”, OAD: 
10/03/09; Rebroadcast: 07/23/10) (Contributor: Tracy Smith – Producer: Gayane Keshishyan Mendez)

02/18/23 PREEMPTION

02/25/23 48 HOURS: “The Brighton Ax Murder” (10:02 – 11:02p) – a report on the murder of 29-year-old wife and mother Cathy 
Krauseneck of Brighton, NY, which remained unsolved for four decades. The case, dubbed the Brighton Ax Murder, was one of 
the oldest, coldest murder cases in America. On February 19th, 1982, her husband, Jim Krauseneck, said he found Cathy dead in 
their bed with an ax in her head, after he returned home from his job as a Kodak company economist. Aspects of the crime scene 
didn’t sit right with investigators; police believe it was staged to look like a burglary to cover up the real crime – the intentional 
murder of Cathy by her husband, who left town shortly after speaking with police. The case sat for decades until 2019, when 
authorities in Monroe County, NY hired forensic pathologist Michael Baden to investigate. Baden believed Cathy was killed 
around 3:30 am; for prosecutors that meant Jim would have been home at the time. Jim was indicted on November 1st, 2019; he 
voluntarily surrendered to authorities a week later. The case went to trial in 2022; Jim was found guilty of second-degree murder 
and sentenced to 25 years-to-life behind bars. Jim intends to appeal his conviction. Cathy’s father would like to move her remains 
from Jim’s family plot but needs her daughter Sara’s permission to do so. On-screen text graphic: Cathy’s family and Sara 
haven’t spoken since the trial. Sara has moved out of the country. Interviewed: Sharon Krauseneck, Jim’s current wife; Mark 
Libertore, retired detective; Detective Bill Flood; Gary Craig, reporter, Democrat & Chronicle, Rochester, NY; Detective Steve 
Hunt; Susie Jackimowicz, Cathy’s cousin; Bob Schlosser, Cathy’s father; Cathy Behe, Cathy’s friend; Sandra Doorley, district 
attorney, Monroe County, NY; Bill Easton, Jim’s defense attorney; Michael Wolford, Jim’s defense attorney; Rachel Rear, 
author, “Catch the Sparrow”, stepsister of Stephanie Kupchynsky, who was murdered by Ed Laraby, whom the defense named as 
a suspect in Cathy’s murder; Dr. Katherine Maloney, forensic pathologist, testified for the defense; Patrick Gallagher, prosecutor; 
Constance Patterson, prosecutor; and jurors Jane, Helen and Ivan (no last names given). (C: Erin Moriarty – P: Josh Yager, James 
Stolz)

CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT

02/07/23 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT: State of the Union and the Republican Response (9:00 – 11:04p) – live coverage of 
President Joseph Biden’s second State of the Union address to a joint session of Congress. Includes: (1) President Biden’s State 
of the Union address; and (2) Republican response by Arkansas Governor Sarah Huckabee Sanders, from Little Rock, AR. 
President Biden’s State of the Union address and Republican response were preceded and followed by correspondents’ 
commentary and analysis. Origination: House Chamber, Capitol Hill. Correspondents / Contributors: Norah O’Donnell (anchor, 
Washington, D.C. studio); Nancy Cordes (Washington, D.C. studio); Margaret Brennan (Washington, D.C. studio); John 
Dickerson (Washington, D.C. studio); Robert Costa (Washington, D.C. studio); Nikole Killion (Washington, D.C. Studio); Scott 
MacFarlane (from inside the Chamber); Ed O’Keefe (Capitol Hill); and Major Garrett (Capitol Hill). Political analyst: Leslie 
Sanchez. Political contributor: Ashley Etienne.

*****


